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Abstract: The Amish, a Christian religious group living in rural areas with distinct beliefs about remaining separate from the outside world, have communities in 31 states and four Canadian provinces with just over 600 settlements. Their access to health care and technology is often limited. Several studies have noted low vaccination rates for preventable diseases among the Amish, often due to lack of knowledge about efficacy and safety of vaccines. To gain an understanding of beliefs surrounding COVID-19 and attitudes toward vaccine uptake, we surveyed 863 Amish and Mennonite women throughout Ohio who participated in rural mobile health clinics between 2015 and 2019 at two time periods: before and after the 2020 election. We received 372 completed surveys, 252 of which were completed by respondents who identified themselves as Amish. While 100% of the Amish respondents had heard of COVID-19 and 90% reported knowing someone who had contracted the disease, a mere 1.7% (4) indicated a willingness to get vaccinated. In terms of COVID-19 diagnosis, post-election participants were two times more likely to report having a positive test than pre-election respondents ($p = .011$). Qualitative analyses revealed significant differences in keywords used to describe COVID-19. Post-election respondents were less likely to use words like “evil” and “bad” and associate COVID-19 with the flu. A notable shift in vaccine hesitancy among Amish participants centered on the perceived politicization of the pandemic and safety/efficacy of the vaccines. Public health efforts should center on raising awareness of the severity of COVID-19 and the benefits of vaccine uptake for distinctive subcultures like the Amish.
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Introduction

The Amish are a rural-located religious subculture, with beliefs and practices that are quite distinctive from North American society, including reliance on horse-and-buggy travel, use of the Pennsylvania Dutch language in everyday conversation, and selective use of technology (Kraybill et al., 2013). They are also known as a religious group who, for a variety of reasons, displays historically low rates of vaccine immunizations for such illnesses as polio, rubella, and pertussis, among others (Alexander et al., 2009; Briss et al., 1992; Fry et al., 2001; Gastanaduy et al., 2016; Grabenstei, 2013; Kettunen et al., 2017; Medina-Marino et al., 2013; Myers et al., 2017; Scott et al., 2021; Wenger et al., 2011; Williamson et al., 2017; Yoder & Dworkin, 2006).

Amish origins harken back to the early years of the Protestant Reformation of sixteenth-century Europe (Nolt, 2015), but their sociocultural character is shaped largely by their North American experience, a journey that began with the first Amish immigrant arrivals early on in the eighteenth century. Of specific importance to the demographic context within which to examine issues associated with possible spread of diseases and vaccination rates is that over the past five decades, the Amish population has surged, with an estimated doubling time of about 20 to 22 years (Donnermeyer, 2021).

Accompanying this rapid increase is an expansion in the number of Amish communities such that today Amish can be found in 31 states and four Canadian provinces. Amish communities are clusters of Amish families who live close enough to one other for worship and other forms of socializing through the use of horse-and-buggy travel (Kraybill et al., 2013). Today there are about 600 communities, ranging in size from newly established communities of only a handful of families to a few communities with over 100 church groups, thousands of Amish households, and an even larger number of tourists (Kraybill et al., 2013). All but a couple dozen communities are small, interspersed with many non-Amish neighbors, who far outnumber the Amish themselves.

The Amish are a Christian sectarian group without a centralized hierarchy of religious offices (Wilson, 1982; Stark & Bainbridge, 1979). All but a handful of Amish church groups or church districts, of which there are about 2,700, are small (about two to three dozen families). Each nominates its own church leaders (bishop, minister, and deacon). The Amish are highly congregational in decision-making; baptized members of each church group normally review their church discipline twice each year before their semiannual communion service. This is when changes to the church discipline (known in Pennsylvania Dutch as the Ordnung or “order”), such as adoption of new technologies and modification of practices, can be made (Kraybill et al., 2013). Regular Sunday services are held biweekly, with services rotated from residence to residence of members within the church group. The fellowship meal after the Sunday service is an important gathering time for discussions about issues, including those related to health.
The Amish are a high fertility group, with religious beliefs that help sustain a value for large families (Greksa, 2002; Wasao & Donnermeyer, 1996). As well, they are considered to have a high density of acquaintance through extended family and various social networks that bring an unusually high level of cohesion within their communities and outward to family and friends living in other settlements (Freudenburg, 1986). Visiting is a primary mode for this socializing, with frequent traveling for various family events, auctions, and other special occasions, from weddings to funerals (Hurst & McConnell, 2010; Kraybill et al., 2013). Within these social networks, news from outside the Amish subculture can travel very fast, especially news about current events and politics from non-Amish neighbors.

The reason for the historically lower rates of vaccination among the Amish is due to a complex of factors. As Kraybill et al. (2013) observed, “[T]he question of vaccination drives a complicated conversation” (p. 345). One of the most important sources of influence is the belief that medical decisions of all kinds are primarily the responsibility of the family (Hostetler, 1993; Hurst & McConnell, 2010). Hence, it is up to the parents to decide if vaccinations are appropriate for themselves and their children.

Another factor can be described by a well-known phrase that is frequently cited in a variety of social science disciplines to understand both conforming and deviant behavior: “peer pressure” (Henslin, 2015). Even though peer pressure is commonly thought of as a sociological phenomenon associated with adolescence, it is important throughout the life course. One form of peer pressure is the Amish church group to which a family belongs and the associated church discipline or Ordnung. One’s church group influences decision-making across a wide range of issues and is an important source of conformity. As a reference group (Heaton, 1986), other families in the same church group will likely influence decision-making about vaccinations specifically, and about medical care more generally. Likewise, in Amish settlements with more than one church group, awareness of what other church districts are doing can create an additional layer of peer pressure about actions to be taken on medical care alternatives.

Amish media, such as periodicals like The Budget, Die Botschaft, and The Diary, among others, also influence what Amish people know about various medical issues. Complicating the conversation even more are non-Amish sources of information, such as non-Amish neighbors, tourists who patronize Amish businesses (Kraybill et al., 2013), and even news broadcasts from the radios of non-Amish van drivers who transport Amish customers to and from various services in nearby towns and to other Amish communities at greater distances for weddings, funerals, and visiting. It may be surprising to the public, and even to many scholars, but the church Ordnung and the views of ordained men are considered relatively minor influences on Amish attitudes about vaccinations (Fry et al., 2001; Hostetler, 1993; Kettunen et al., 2017; Kraybill et al., 2013).

Gaining insight into Amish views about COVID-19 adds to knowledge from past studies of barriers related to their relative reluctance to accept immunization and vaccines. Hence, one research objective of this study is to examine Amish responses to COVID-19 vaccinations during the midst of the pandemic. The origins of the COVID-19 virus, wearing of masks, and efficacy of vaccinations became more politicized by the presidential election of 2020 (Clinton et al., 2021;
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Naeim et al., 2021). A second research objective, therefore, was to examine whether Amish attitudes about COVID-19 were different before and after the election on November 3, 2020.

Given their large families, rapid population increase and settlement expansion, strong family and social networks, and growing contact with non-Amish, especially tourists, through Amish-owned businesses, Amish views about immunization are now more important than in the past. Briss et al. (1992) described the Amish as “geographically diverse but an epidemiologically linked population” (p. 959). Another point of significance related to this study is that low immunization rates among the Amish and other special populations potentially form a reservoir of infection that may eventually break out again into the larger population (Kettunen et al., 2017).

Methods
To gain an understanding of beliefs and practices concerning COVID-19 among Amish and Mennonite communities in Ohio, we added 10 questions to an existing women’s health survey that we previously disseminated to all women who participated in mobile women’s health clinics between 2017 and 2019. In partnership with the community-led program called Project Hoffnung (German for “hope”), these no-cost or reduced-cost clinics provide mobile mammography, clinical breast exams, Pap tests and pelvic exams for Amish and Mennonite women throughout rural and Appalachia Ohio in some of the most resource-starved sections of the state. A total of 863 women received the survey. All but 31 had telephone numbers listed in our contact information. If a phone number was available, the woman received a phone call from a trained community coordinator fluent in Pennsylvania Dutch who invited her to participate via phone or mail. Those requesting a mailed copy and those for whom we did not have phone numbers were sent the survey. We divided the participants into two groups. Women who had not participated in one of our screenings since 2017 or 2018 received surveys in August 2020 (n = 494). Women who had participated in a screening during 2019 received surveys in November 2020 (n = 369). Initially, only women who had a two- to three-year gap in screening participation were selected for the health survey, but when COVID-19 hit and our clinics had to be canceled, we then added the 2019 participants to the second survey distribution since no women’s health services were provided in 2020.

We asked participants if they have heard of the coronavirus or COVID-19 and if they thought it was a serious disease (yes, no, not sure). We then asked four related questions: Is there spread of COVID-19 in your area? Do you know anyone who was sick? What is your relationship to the sick person? How was the person diagnosed? Relationships included immediate family members, relatives, friends, church members, neighbors, self, and other. Responses to diagnosis were adapted from the Coronavirus Health and Impact Survey (CRISIS) (Nikolaidis et al., 2020) and included the following six options: (1) positive test; (2) diagnosed by doctor or nurse practitioner but did not have a test; (3) diagnosed by doctor or nurse practitioner and had a positive test; (4) have or had possible symptoms, but no diagnosis from a doctor or nurse practitioner; (5) no test; and (6) other. We asked about vaccine uptake when available and included three open-ended questions: Why do you want to get vaccinated or why not? What are your thoughts about the coronavirus? Do you have any other comments?
We also collected demographic information: age, religious affiliation (Amish, Mennonite, or neither), highest level of education completed (8th grade, high school, some college, college, postgraduate, other), county, years in the county, insurance status and type (no insurance, private insurance, Amish/Church Aid, Medicare, Medicaid, other), and marital status (single, married, living with partner, divorced, widowed). An additional section on breast cancer screening and family history was also part of the survey but was not included in this analysis.

A total of 373 participants completed the survey, a 46% response rate. Two-thirds (252) of the participants identified as Amish, 118 as Mennonite, and three as English (the Amish term for non-Amish people). The three English participants were eliminated from the study. All but 59 completed surveys were completed via mail, and phone surveys were completed in both English and Pennsylvania Dutch. We chose to delineate our data between two points in time: those who completed the survey before the November 2020 election and those who completed it after the election. That division was possible only for the participants in the second wave of surveys.

There was no significant difference between the distribution of Amish and Mennonite participants who completed the survey between the two groups ($p = .201$). Specifically, the number of Amish participants was almost identical between pre- and post-election time periods (129, 34.9% vs. 123, 33.2%, respectively). While not statistically significant, it is still true that more individuals who identified as Mennonite completed the survey during the post-election time period (52, 14.7% vs 66, 17.8% respectively). Given the diverse cultural and religious differences among the many Amish and Mennonite churches and settlements in the 41 counties represented in the sample, for the focus of this article, we chose to limit our analysis to the self-identified Amish members.

We conducted descriptive statistics on all variables and chi-square tests of independence to compare the demographic variables across the two election categories (pre- vs. post-). We also calculated odds ratios between the COVID-19 questions and pre- and post-election completion periods using SPSS 27.0 for all statistical analyses. While an odds ratio is customarily calculated in a logistic regression analysis, it can also be used in a 2 x 2 frequency table to determine the significance of a relationship between two variables (Bland & Altman, 2000). Finally, we conducted a thematic analysis of the open-ended responses using an inductive approach following the six steps identified by Clarke and Braun (2017). Three coders (MT, KM, and JM) read all responses, developed a codebook for manual coding of the data, and met periodically to identify emergent codes and compare coding using a consensus coding process (Huberman & Miles, 2002).

Results
Two hundred fifty-two women with a mean age of 57 identified as Amish and completed the survey between September 9, 2020, and February 9, 2021. The age range was between 27 and 86 years, and a little over half (140, or 55.6%) were 50 to 64 years of age (Table 1). The age range was expected given that most women who attend the women’s health screenings are over 40 years of age so that they can participate in the mobile mammography program. There were no significant differences between pre- and post-election demographics (Table 1). Ninety-eight (38.9%)
participants completed the survey pre-election with 154 (61.1%) completing the survey post-election. Of all respondents, 247 (98.4%) reported an education level of 8th grade or less, and 226 (94.6%) were married. One hundred forty (57.4%) respondents had insurance, of which 129 (53.1%) were insured by community-organized Amish/Church Aid, which provides monetary assistance in the case of medical catastrophes.

We asked respondents questions about COVID-19 and compared pre- and post-election responses to look for significance (Table 2). When asked if they had heard of the coronavirus or COVID-19, 100% of respondents said yes. We found significant differences between acknowledged spread of COVID-19 in the community and survey completion date, with 67 (60.9%) of post-election participants reporting community spread of the virus while only 17 (21.2%) of pre-election participants reported the same ($p < .001$). One hundred ninety-nine (89.6%) said they knew someone who had been sick with COVID-19. When we asked participants
to denote the closest relation of the people they knew who were sick with COVID-19, 87 (34.7%) reported an immediate family member, 100 (39.8%) knew a relative, 63 (25.1%) reported a friend, 79 (31.5%) knew a church member, 51 (20.3%) reported a neighbor, and 67 (26.7%) reported themselves. We found post-election respondents significantly more likely to report COVID-19 illnesses in the categories of “neighbor” ($p = <.001$) and “myself” ($p = .007$). Forty-two (27.5%) post-election participants knew a neighbor with COVID-19, while only nine (9.2%) pre-election participants reported a neighbor. Similarly, 50 (32.7%) of the post-election respondents had COVID-19 themselves but only 17 (17.3%) of pre-election participants did.

### Table 2

_Odds Ratio Table Comparing Election Status and COVID-19 Questions_

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Pre-Election vs. Post-Election</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do you believe that the coronavirus or COVID-19 is a serious disease?</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.533</td>
<td>[.802, 2.929]</td>
<td>.195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there a spread of coronavirus or COVID-19 in the community where you are living?</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.800</td>
<td>[3.040, 11.066]</td>
<td>&lt;.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you know anybody who has been sick with the coronavirus or COVID-19?</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.060</td>
<td>[.861, 4.928]</td>
<td>.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If yes, what was their closest relation to you?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate family member</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.697</td>
<td>[.980, 2.938]</td>
<td>.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.003</td>
<td>[598, 1.684]</td>
<td>.991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friend</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.525</td>
<td>[.833, 2.791]</td>
<td>.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church member</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.593</td>
<td>[.908, 2.795]</td>
<td>.103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbor</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.742</td>
<td>[1.729, 8.098]</td>
<td>&lt;.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myself</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.313</td>
<td>[1.241, 4.310]</td>
<td>.007**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How was the person diagnosed with the coronavirus?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive test</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.162</td>
<td>[1.184, 3.950]</td>
<td>.011*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosed by doctor or nurse practitioner, but did not have a test</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.759</td>
<td>[.455, 6.799]</td>
<td>.407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosed by doctor or nurse practitioner and had a positive test</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.142</td>
<td>[.571, 2.284]</td>
<td>.708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have or had possible symptoms, but no diagnosis from a doctor or nurse practitioner and no test</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.550</td>
<td>[.922, 2.606]</td>
<td>.098</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* CI = confidence interval.

*p < .05.* **p < .01.

Along with closest relation, we also asked participants which diagnostic method was used to confirm illness with COVID-19 (Table 2). Across all participants, 71 (28.4%) chose “positive test” as the means of diagnosis, 11 (4.4%) were diagnosed by a health care provider without a positive test, 41 (16.4%) were diagnosed by a health care provider with a positive test, and 108 (43.2%) had symptoms of COVID-19 but were not diagnosed. Diagnosis by positive test was the only
diagnostic method that showed significant variance based on election status. Post-election participants \((n = 52, 34.2\%)\) were two times more likely to report having a positive test than pre-election respondents \((n = 19, 19.4\%; p = .011)\).

We analyzed the common themes seen in qualitative responses to COVID-19 questions for significant differences based on pre- or post-election status (Table 3). We found that post-election respondents were significantly less likely to relate COVID-19 with the flu \((p = .004)\) and less likely to use words like “evil” and “bad” in their responses \((p = .021)\). Additionally, post-election respondents were significantly less likely to comment on COVID-19 being blown out of proportion \((p = .014)\); these comments often included the word “media,” which was mentioned 14 times across all respondents (Table 4). Interestingly, those who self-identified as having been sick with COVID-19 were also significantly less likely to mention “blown” in their comments about COVID-19 \((OR = .337, .161, .705, p = .003)\), with one woman stating, “At first I believed the virus was blown up but when I got it and was so very sick & ended up in the hospital, I realized it was a VERY REAL serious virus.”

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Pre-Election vs. Post-Election</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>(p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faith</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.064</td>
<td>[.570, 1.985]</td>
<td>.846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politics</td>
<td></td>
<td>.626</td>
<td>[.310, 1.261]</td>
<td>.187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flu</td>
<td></td>
<td>.435</td>
<td>[.245, .773]</td>
<td>.004**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blown</td>
<td></td>
<td>.503</td>
<td>[.289, .875]</td>
<td>.014*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.070</td>
<td>[.498, 2.299]</td>
<td>.863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masks</td>
<td></td>
<td>.844</td>
<td>[.402, 1.774]</td>
<td>.650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip</td>
<td></td>
<td>.401</td>
<td>[.138, 1.164]</td>
<td>.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.632</td>
<td>[.497, 5.355]</td>
<td>.415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cure</td>
<td></td>
<td>.634</td>
<td>[.039, 10.255]</td>
<td>.746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evil, Bad</td>
<td></td>
<td>.264</td>
<td>[.079, .881]</td>
<td>.021*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mistrust</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.230</td>
<td>[.619, 2.441]</td>
<td>.554</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* CI = confidence interval.
*\(p < .05. \)**\(\ast p < .01.\)

Additionally, we found some differences in the number of times a qualitative theme was mentioned pre- vs. post-election. Even though the differences were not significant, they were nonetheless, interesting (Table 4). Pre-election respondents mentioned politics 18 times (18.4%) and made comments such as “I’m wondering if a lot of this is political & will blow over after the election is over” and, “[It] may possibly be an experiment by the political left in controlling people.” Another woman stated,
We’ve been told only pigs get coronavirus & this is just a bacteria [sic]. The media is just trying to scare people and saying it’s Trumps [sic] fault & he don’t [sic] care if we get sick & that is not true. They don't want people to vote for Trump & we need Trump to help out the Amish.

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Pre-Election (N = 98)</th>
<th>Post-Election (N = 154)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faith</td>
<td>20 (20.4)</td>
<td>33 (21.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politics</td>
<td>18 (18.4)</td>
<td>19 (12.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flu</td>
<td>35 (35.7)</td>
<td>30 (19.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blown</td>
<td>37 (37.8)</td>
<td>36 (23.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>12 (12.2)</td>
<td>20 (13.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masks</td>
<td>14 (14.3)</td>
<td>19 (12.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip</td>
<td>9 (9.2)</td>
<td>6 (3.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media</td>
<td>4 (4.1)</td>
<td>10 (6.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cure</td>
<td>1 (1.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evil, Bad</td>
<td>9 (9.2)</td>
<td>4 (2.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mistrust</td>
<td>15 (15.3)</td>
<td>28 (18.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the other hand, post-election respondents mentioned politics 19 times (12.3%) and wrote broader comments such as “I believe there are a lot of political issues involved with this” and “[W]e believe it is all about politics.”

Many of the qualitative keywords were mentioned with similar frequency regardless of survey completion date and provided valuable insights into Amish perceptions of COVID-19. Respondents mentioned “faith” 53 times (21.0%), with one woman stating, “If I get sick and die that is God’s will, I want to be with Jesus forever.” Other responses included “Let’s not be so scared and trust in the Lord” and “I feel it’s just something God let come. Let’s just trust in Him.”

When we asked participants about their willingness to get vaccinated, 175 (73.5%) answered no, 59 (24.8%) were unsure, and only 4 (1.7%) answered yes. The qualitative themes of “chip” (i.e., computer chip in the vaccine) and “trust” were often used to explain negative vaccine perceptions. In pre-election responses, the word “chip” was mentioned 9 times (9.2%) while post-election responses mentioned “chip” 6 times (3.9%). Some comments also overlapped with the qualitative theme of faith, including this pre-election response: “And they also want to put the chips in (The beast) & we do NOT want any of this.” Post-election responses that mentioned a chip also related to faith:
“[T]heir [sic] is a lets [sic] say rumor (or not) thing among us, that a computer chip is in the vaccine, Amish are very cautious [sic] of that, that we don’t get the chip in our bodies. Revelation 14” and “I don’t believe in it with chip I want my own identity [sic]. I want Jesus in my life.”

We found only a slight increase post-election in the responses themed around trust in relation to vaccination, with 28 (18.2%) respondents citing mistrust of the vaccine as a reason for their hesitancy as opposed to 15 (15.3%) who mentioned mistrust pre-election. Vaccine hesitancy was often explained by lack of knowledge about the contents of the vaccine and the need for more long-term research, as these participants stated: “Because they say there is stuff in the vaccine that is not good for you” and “The vaccine hasn’t been available long enough for long-term side effects to show up.”

Discussion
Based on our survey results, hesitancy for the COVID-19 vaccine remained constant throughout the election period among Amish women living in settlements in Ohio, with around 75% of respondents stating that they would not immunize, even though the vast majority of respondents knew someone who was infected from the virus. These numbers changed little before and after the election. A study conducted in the same area in April 2020 yielded similar results, with around 75% of Amish respondents stating that they would not have their children vaccinated against COVID-19 (Scott et al., 2021). In a national survey in the United States conducted in June 2020 (Khubchandani et al., 2021), only 22% expressed vaccine hesitancy. Of respondents living in rural regions, 29% of the national survey respondents were vaccine hesitant, which is a large difference from the percentage (73.5%) who were not willing among Amish women in our study.

Many diseases for which the Amish exhibit low vaccination rates are preventable (Scott et al., 2021). Further, past research shows that Amish objections are not primarily based on fundamental religious beliefs per se, but on issues associated with the perceived efficacy of vaccines and their safety for human use (Grabenstein, 2013; Medina-Marino et al., 2013; Scott et al., 2021; Wenger et al., 2011; Yoder & Dworkin, 2006). In other words, it is how information about medical issues more generally and vaccines more specifically is communicated within the Amish subculture that blends with their continued reliance on alternative medicine (e.g., folk remedies) and preference of waiting until an illness becomes acute before seeking professional health care to create a greater reluctance to readily embrace vaccinations. Plus, in many rural localities where Amish settlements are today, health care services are more limited, making access a factor (Blair & Hurst, 1997; Hurst & McConnell, 2010; Kraybill et al., 2013).

Qualitative analyses of the open-ended responses revealed a high degree of mistrust in the scientific community and the vaccine, an underestimation of perceived risk, and lack of access to COVID-19 testing and culturally sensitive health information. These outcomes help us understand the why behind vaccine hesitancy among Amish women and fit all categories of the 3 Cs model that was first introduced to the World Health Organization EURO Vaccine Communications
Working Group in 2011: confidence, complacency, and convenience (MacDonald, 2015). Understanding the key factors influencing vaccine hesitancy is a key first step in developing effective interventions aimed at reducing the impact of these categories and their inter- and intra-relationships in decision-making. However, more research is warranted to reveal how information about COVID-19 was obtained among Amish and other Plain Anabaptist communities. For example, the use of Amish “taxis” for transportation to medical and other services in nearby towns and for travel to other settlements for visiting, weddings, funerals, and other social occasions presents a new way for information to diffuse within an Amish population. Van drivers often have their radios tuned to conservative talk radio while transporting their Amish customers. How much does this new source of information influence Amish decision-making about vaccines and other medical issues? This could be an important direction for future research on Amish beliefs about medicine and illness.

One key limitation to the study is that only Amish women who participated in a previous women’s mobile clinic received the survey. Women who participated in these clinics were already health-seeking and open to preventive health care practices aimed at reducing the burden of women’s cancers and other health issues. Women from dozens of separate church districts participated in these screenings, with varying differences with respect to acceptance of modern technology and access to scientific reports and health resources. While we chose to aggregate the data for all Amish churches in this convenience sample, another study did find that more conservative church districts had higher vaccine hesitancy rates (Scott et al., 2021). Delineating church districts according to levels of acceptance of modern society may reveal distinct differences in how misinformation and disinformation are accessed and accepted, providing valuable input for a more tailored approach to health messages delivered by public health and clinical agencies. Indeed, the Amish are much more diverse than the general public and many health care professionals might imagine. Future research should focus on intra-Amish differences in both medical beliefs and relative acceptance of vaccinations.

Additional avenues for research include variations in beliefs by the age of the settlement (since so many are new, given their doubling time), the size of the settlement, and its location by state or region of North America. These characteristics may be significant for influencing how Amish learn about new development in illnesses and medical treatments.

Conclusions
A history of Amish hesitancy to accept vaccines once again displays itself in our survey about COVID-19 (Alexander et al., 2009; Briss et al., 1992; Fry et al., 2001; Gastanaduy et al., 2016; Grabenstein, 2013; Kettunen et al., 2017; Medina-Marino et al., 2013; Myers et al., 2017; Scott et al., 2021; Wenger et al., 2011; Yoder & Dworkin, 2006). A real change in the Amish conversations about COVID-19 when compared to previous studies about the Amish is the greater politicized context of the disease and the efficacy of the vaccines. Previous research of the Amish points to the fact that Amish regard medical decisions to lie mostly within the individual family, and in turn, these decisions are influenced by their Amish neighbors, by members of their own church group,
by the church discipline or *Ordnung*, and by the Amish preference to seek out alternative medical solutions (Blair & Hurst, 1997; Hurst & McConnell, 2010; Kraybill et al., 2013). Based on our results, there is now a more noticeable political undertone to possible objections. Even with a continuous stream of positive information about the benefits of vaccines and other forms of preventive medicine, Amish reluctance to participate in immunization initiatives will likely remain when compared to the general population.
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